Multi-contrast MRI captures information about brain macro-and micro-structure which can be combined in an inte-2 grated model to obtain a detailed "fingerprint" of the anatomical properties of an individual's brain. Inter-regional 3 similarities between features derived from structural and diffusion MRI, including regional volumes, diffusion tensor 4 metrics, neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging measures, can be modelled as morphometric similarity net-5 works (MSNs). Here, individual MSNs were derived from 105 neonates (59 preterm and 46 term) who were scanned 6 between 38 and 45 weeks postmenstrual age (PMA). Inter-regional similarities were used as predictors in a regression 7 model of age at the time of scanning and in a classification model to discriminate between preterm and term infant 8 brains. When tested on unseen data, the regression model predicted PMA at scan with a mean absolute error of 0.70 ± 9 0.56 weeks, and the classification model achieved 92% accuracy. We conclude that MSNs predict chronological brain 10 age accurately; and they provide a data-driven approach to identify networks that characterize typical maturation and 11 those that contribute most to neuroanatomic variation associated with preterm birth. 12 Significance Statement 13 Preterm birth affects 15 million deliveries each year and is closely associated with intellectual disability, educational 14
Introduction
Preterm birth is closely associated with increased risk of neurodevelopmental, cognitive and psychiatric impairment 23 that extends across the life course (Nosarti et al., 2012; Anderson, 2014; Mathewson et al., 2017; Van Lieshout et 24 lations of multiple macro-and micro-structural multi-contrast MRI variables in a single individual. This approach was 47 originally devised to study how human cortical networks underpin individual differences in psychological functions 48 (Seidlitz et al., 2018) , and we adapted it to describe both cortical and subcortical regions in the developing brain. 49 The method works by computing for each region of interest (ROI) a number of metrics derived from different MRI 50 sequences which are arranged in a vector. The aim is to obtain a multidimensional description of the structural prop-51 erties of the ROIs. The MSN is then built considering the ROIs as nodes and modelling connection strength as the 52 correlation between pairs of ROI vectors, thus integrating in a single connectome the ensemble of imaging features. 53 The pattern of inter-regional correlations can be conceptualized as a "fingerprint" of an individual's brain. 54 We investigated the utility of MSNs for describing brain maturation, and for patient classification. The edges of 55 individual MSNs were used to train two predictive models: a regression model to predict postmenstrual age (PMA) 56 at scan and identify the set of image features that best model chronological brain age; and a classification model to 57 discriminate between preterm and term-born neonates, and thereby identify the networks that explain neuroanatomic 58 variation associated with preterm birth. Compared to simple regression models or correlation analysis, the advantage 59 of predictive models is the possibility to verify that results generalise on unseen data, and hence to assess the validity 60 of MSNs as an integrated representation for studying early brain development brain. 61 
Materials and Methods

62
Participants and data acquisition 63 Participants were recruited as part of a longitudinal study designed to investigate the effects of preterm birth on brain 64 structure and long term outcome. The study was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, 65 and ethical approval was obtained from the UK National Research Ethics Service. Parents provided written informed 66 consent. One hundred and five neonates underwent MRI at term equivalent age at the Edinburgh Imaging Facility: 67 Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, University of Edinburgh, UK. The study group contained 46 term and 59 preterm infants 68 (details are provided in Table 1 ). The distribution of PMA at scan for all participants, for the term and preterm groups, 69 and the distribution by gender are shown in Fig. 1 . Of the preterm infants, 12 had bronchopulmonary dysplasia, 3 had 70 3 necrotising enterocolitis and 2 required treatment for retinopathy of prematurity. 71 Figure 1 . Distribution of postmenstrual age at scan for all subjects. a) Age distribution for the for term (blue) and preterm (orange) groups. b) Age distribution for male (blue) and female (pink) participants. volumes with b = 500 s/mm 2 and 64 volumes with b = 2500 s/mm 2 ; an optimal angular coverage for the sampling 78 scheme was applied (Caruyer et al., 2013) . In addition, an acquisition of 3 b0 volumes with an inverse phase encoding 79 direction was performed. All dMRI images were acquired using single-shot spin-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) 80 with 2-fold simultaneous multislice and 2-fold in-plane parallel imaging acceleration and 2 mm isotropic voxels; all 81 three diffusion acquisitions had the same parameters (TR/TE 3400/78.0 ms). Images affected by motion artefact were 82 re-acquired multiple times as required; dMRI acquisitions were repeated if signal loss was seen in 3 or more volumes.
83
Infants were fed and wrapped and allowed to sleep naturally in the scanner. , 2011; Makropoulos et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016; Hernandez-Fernandez et al., 2019; Tournier et al., 2019) .
93
First, all DICOM image files (dMRI and sMRI) were converted to NIFTI (Li et al., 2016) inhomogeinities (Tustison et al., 2010) and an initial brain mask was created (Smith, 2002) . Following this, the brain 97 was segmented into different tissue types (CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; WM: white matter; cGM: cortical grey matter;
98
GM: subcortical grey matter) using the Draw-EM algorithm (Makropoulos et al., 2014) . Twenty manually labelled 99 atlases (Gousias et al., 2012) were then registered to each subject using a multi-channel registration approach, where 100 the different channels of the registration were the original intensity T2-weighted images and GM probability maps. 101 5 These GM probability maps were derived from an initial tissue segmentation, performed using tissue priors propa-102 gated through registration of a preterm probabilistic tissue atlas (Serag et al., 2012) . The framework produces several 103 output files, but for this study only the aligned T1w and the T2w images and the parcellation in 87 ROIs were used 104 (Makropoulos et al., 2016) .
105
Diffusion MRI processing was performed as follows: for each subject the two dMRI acquisitions were first concate-106 nated and then denoised using a Marchenko-Pastur-PCA-based algorithm (Veraart et al., 2016; Veraart et al., 2016b) ; 107 the eddy current, head movement and EPI geometric distortions were corrected using outlier replacement and slice-to- 
114
The mean b0 EPI volume of each subject was co-registered to their structural T2w volume using boundary-based 115 registration (Greve and Fischl, 2009), then the inverse transformation was used to propagate ROI labels to dMRI 116 space.
117
For each ROI, two metrics were computed in structural space: ROI volume and the mean T1w/T2w signal ratio 118 (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011). The other ten metrics were calculated in native diffusion space: five metrics derived Structural metrics ROI volumes were calculated without normalising for the whole brain volume; this step is 123 performed later by use of z-score. The mean T1w/T2w signal ratio was calculated before the bias field correction.
The T1w/T2w ratio was used because it enhances myelin contrast and mathematically cancels the signal intensity bias 125 related to the sensitivity profile of radio frequency receiver coils (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) . implementation we obtain five metrics: intracellular volume fraction (υ ic ), isotropic volume fraction (υ iso ), the ori-137 entation dispersion index along the primary and secondary directions (ODI P and ODI S ) and the overall orientation 138 dispersion index (ODI TOT ). NODDI maps were calculated using default parameters.
139
Data Quality Control
140
The parcellations obtained after the processing were visually inspected and parcels corresponding to CSF and back-141 ground parcels were excluded because they do not represent brain tissue. A poor segmentation of the corpus callosum 142 was observed in some of the subjects. Instead of removing the subjects with poor segmentation, we decided to remove 143 the corpus callosum from the model, aiming to maximize the number of subjects. As a result of the whole quality 144 check, we include the whole population and each network is composed of 81 nodes (ROIs).
145
For the dMRI data we use eddy QC (Bastiani et al., 2019) . The quality control is performed at subject level and group 146 7 level. Eddy QC provides several measures related to the rotation, translation and outliers of the images. In addition, 147 it also computes the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio maps of the b0 volumes and the contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio maps 148 for the different b-values. These maps can be used at group level to visualise the quality of the data (Bastiani et al., 149 2018). The results show that the overall quality of the data-set was good (Fig. 2) . For eddy QC to work, we removed 150 the b-value = 200 s/mm 2 . This is because the low number of volumes with this b-value sometimes leads the Gaussian 151 process performed by eddy to produce a perfect fit, which makes the CNR maps unrealistic. between the two related ROIs (Fig. 3 ). In the following, the terms "edge", "connection" and "inter-regional similarity" 167 are used interchangeably to refer to the correlation between the regional metrics of a pair of ROIs. on an independent test set.
Confounding variables
We observed a positive correlation (ρ = 0.27, p = 0.0048) between PMA at scan and PMA 169 at birth and a negative correlation (ρ = −0.22, p = 0.0233) between PMA at scan and gender (coded as a binary 170 variable where 0 indicates female infants and 1 male infants), implying that in our sample term subjects and female 171 subjects tend to have their scan acquired at a later age (see also fig. 1 ). To control for potential bias, we used these 172 confounders as predictors and compared their predictive performance with our network-based features.
173
Regression model for age We trained a linear regression model with elastic net regularisation to predict PMA at 174 scan -i.e. chronological brain age -in both preterm and term infants starting from individual MSNs. This model was 175 chosen for its ability to cope with a high number of features (Zou and Hastie, 2005) . For each subject, the edges of 176 the MSN (inter-regional correlations) were concatenated to form a feature vector to be given as input to the regression Folds were stratified to include the same proportion of term and preterm subjects. The accuracy of the model was eval-192 11 uated as the number of correctly classified subjects across the leave-one-out folds over the total number of subjects in 193 the test set. The null distribution was built by repeating the exact same analysis 1000 times after randomly assigning 194 subjects to the term and the preterm group.
195
Feature selection After the preprocessing phase, twelve different metrics were available for each ROI. To study 196 which combination of features produced better performance in the prediction tasks, we implemented a sequential 197 backward-forward feature selection scheme. Starting from the full set of features, at each iteration we removed the 198 feature whose subtraction caused the least increase in prediction error (down to three features, for a total of 73 combi-199 nations). The procedure was performed separately for the regression and the classification models.
200
Results
201
Feature selection 202
In figure 4 we report two histograms summarising the performance of the 73 different models compared per each 203 task in the backward feature selection scheme. In both cases, we can observe that the models based on all three data 204 modalities achieved better results in terms of prediction accuracy. The performances of each of the compared model 205 are reported in figure 4-1 and 4-2 for the age prediction and for the classification models, respectively.
206
The best performing model for age prediction, which was adopted for all subsequent analyses, was based on seven 207 features (Volume, FA, MD, AD, MK, υ iso , ODI P ). Figure 5 shows the average MSN matrix computed across all 208 subjects for the selected set of features and the matrix of correlation between inter-regional similarities and PMA at Figure 5 . a) Average MSN computed across all subjects using the combination of features selected through the backward feature selection scheme for the age prediction task (Volume, FA, MD, AD, MK, υ iso , ODI P ). b) Correlation between each connection weight (inter-regional similarity) and PMA at scan across subjects. Connections that were identified as predictive features by the predictive model are highlighted in black. ROIs are ordered as in table 5-1. Figure 6 . a) Average MSN computed across all subjects using the combination of features selected through the backward feature selection scheme for the classification task (Volume, T1/T2, FA, MD, AD, RD, MK, υ ic , υ iso , ODI P , ODI TOT ). b) Correlation between each connection weight (inter-regional similarity) and PMA at birth across subjects.
Connections that were identified as discriminative features by the SVM are highlighted in black. ROIs are ordered as in test confirmed that the latter model achieved a significantly greater error (W = 6525, p = 0.0107).
229
To study which connections contributed the most to chronological age prediction, we selected only edges which were 230 assigned a non-zero coefficient in at least 99% of cross-validation folds. These edges are shown in the chord diagram 231 in Fig. 8, and are colour coded to distinguish between inter-regional similarities that increase or decrease with age, 232 to highlight networks of regions whose morphological properties are converging (gray) or that tend to differentiate 233 with increasing age (red). Intuitively, these edges connect ROIs whose anatomical and micro-structural properties are 234 changing more than others between 38 and 45 weeks PMA, making the ROIs more or less similar. In other words,
235
it is the relative timing of maturation of different brain tissues to determine the relevance of a connection in the age The best classifier discriminated between term and preterm infants with a 92% accuracy ( figure 7) . None of the 241 confounders were included among the selected features. A logistic regression model built on the confounders alone 242 did not achieve significant accuracy (56%, p = 0.091).
243
The network of regions that showed the most divergent pattern of structural brain properties in preterm versus term 244 infants comprised the brain stem, the thalamus and the subthalamic nucleus; WM regions in the frontal and insular 245 lobes; GM regions in the occipital lobe; both WM and GM regions in the temporal and parietal lobes and in the 246 posterior cingulate cortex. The chord diagram of edges selected by 99% of the models is shown in Fig. 9 , in red where 247 inter-regional similarities are greater in the term group and in gray where they are greater in the preterm group.
248
Discussion
249
These results show that the information encoded in MSNs is predictive of chronological brain age in early life and 250 that MSNs provide a novel data-driven method for investigating neuroanatomic variation associated with preterm 251 birth. MSNs were built by combining features from different imaging sequences that describe complementary as-252 pects of brain structure that have been previously studied in isolation (Makropoulos et al., 2016; Batalle et al., 2017) 253 and the resulting predictive models achieved a high accuracy. Furthermore, the regions identified as most predictive 254 have been previously associated with age-related changes and preterm birth (Boardman et al., 2006; Ball et al., 2013; 255 Batalle et al., 2017; Bouyssi-Kobar et al., 2018) . These data suggest that to fully describe morphological variation in 256 the developing brain it may be advantageous to adopt a holistic approach, leveraging the additional information that 257 can be derived from integrating multi-contrast MRI data. The main motivation for using a network-based approach 258 is indeed obtaining a whole-brain description able to capture a developmental pattern. A second reason for working 259 with similarities instead of single regional metrics is methodological: computing edge weights as inter-regional sim- Connections shown in gray are inter-regional similarities that increase with chronological age, while connections in red are inter-regional similarities that decrease with chronological age. The edge width is proportional to the correlation between inter-regional similarities and PMA. The left side of the diagram corresponds to the left side of the brain. Abbreviations for ROI names are explained in table 5-1. Figure 9 . MSN edges showing a divergent pattern of morphological properties in term and preterm infants in at least 99% of classification models in the cross-validation folds. Gray connections indicate inter-regional similarities that are greater in the preterm group, while red connections are greater in the term group. The edge width is proportional to the correlation between inter-regional similarities and prematurity. The left side of the diagram corresponds to the left side of the brain. Abbreviations for ROI names are explained in table 5-1.
Our data are consistent with previous studies of perinatal brain age prediction based on a single type of data or a single 265 metric. For example, Brown et al. (2017) used dMRI tractography to predict brain dysmaturation in preterm infants 266 with brain injury and abnormal developmental outcome and found that altered connectivity in the posterior cingulate 267 gyrus and the inferior orbitofrontal cortex were associated with a delayed maturation; both of these regions are included 268 in the networks identified by our model. Regional FA, MD, MK, and υ ic are each predictive of age (Genc et al., 2017; 269 Karmacharya et al., 2018; Ouyang et al., 2019) , and the first three measures were selected in our age predicition model.
270
Growth of the thalami and brainstem, defined in terms of myelin-like signals from T2-weighted images, successfully , 2007; Bouyssi-Kobar et al., 2018) .
282
The connections most predictive of age revealed that brain maturation is characterised by morphological convergence 283 of some networks and divergence of others ( fig. 8 ). These connections mostly involve fronto-temporal and subcortical 284 ROIs, which suggests that the micro-and macro-structural properties of these regions are highly dynamic between 285 38-45 weeks. Among these, inter-regional similarities within GM and WM increase with age, similarities between 286 cortical GM and WM decrease, while subcortical ROIs become more similar to WM and more dissimilar to cortical 287 GM. This is consistent with previous findings on the different trends in development of the thalamus and the cortex 288 (Eaton-Rosen et al., 2015) . Conversely, the inter-regional similarities selected by the SVM classifier to discriminate between term and preterm 293 (figures 5 and 9) are more distributed across cortical GM and WM and are for the most part greater in the preterm 294 group. The fact that in the term group these cortical ROIs are less homogeneous in terms of structural properties 295 could be interpreted as a sign that in term infants these regions are at a different stage of maturation where their 296 morphological profile is consolidating along specialized developmental trajectories. It has been previously suggested 297 that the rapid maturation of cortical structures occurring in the perinatal period is vulnerable to the effects of preterm 298 birth (Kostović and Jovanov-Milošević, 2006; Ball et al., 2011; Ball et al., 2013; Smyser et al., 2016b) .
299
The differences between networks identified for age prediction and for preterm classification indicate that atypical 300 brain development after preterm birth is not solely a problem of delayed maturation, but it is characterised by a 301 specific signature. Indeed, while the age prediction networks capture changes occurring in both the preterm and the 302 term group, the classification networks highlights where there are group-wise differences, and they do not match: and that carry redundant information in order to improve prediction performance, hence it might be the case that the 319 models selected the right connections and discarded the left ones precisely because they had a similar information 320 content. However, the displayed connections were selected in 99% of the cross-validation folds, therefore if left and 321 right edges were indeed "exchangeable" this disproportion would probably be less stark.
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This work has some limitations. First, the decision to include subcortical and white matter structures in the network ward feature selection scheme for the age prediction task (Volume, FA, MD, AD, MK, υ iso , ODI P ). b) Correlation 600 between each connection weight (inter-regional similarity) and PMA at scan across subjects. Connections that were 601 identified as predictive features by the predictive model are highlighted in black. ROIs are ordered as in table 5-1. ward feature selection scheme for the classification task (Volume, T1/T2, FA, MD, AD, RD, MK, υ ic , υ iso , ODI P , 605 ODI TOT ). b) Correlation between each connection weight (inter-regional similarity) and PMA at birth across subjects.
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Connections that were identified as discriminative features by the SVM are highlighted in black. ROIs are ordered as 607 in table 5-1. cross-validation folds. Connections shown in gray are inter-regional similarities that increase with chronological age, 614 while connections in red are inter-regional similarities that decrease with chronological age. The edge width is pro-615 portional to the correlation between inter-regional similarities and PMA. The left side of the diagram corresponds to 616 the left side of the brain. Abbreviations for ROI names are explained in table 5-1. least 99% of classification models in the cross-validation folds. Gray connections indicate inter-regional similarities 620 that are greater in the preterm group, while red connections are greater in the term group. The edge width is propor-621 tional to the correlation between inter-regional similarities and prematurity. The left side of the diagram corresponds 622 to the left side of the brain. Abbreviations for ROI names are explained in table 5-1. 
